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Abstract I/Q imbalance and nonlinearities of power
amplifier (PA) are the main impairments of wireless
transmitters degrading the spectral purity and error vector
magnitude (EVM). In order to jointly migrate them, an
asymmetrical complexity-reduced Volterra series model is
proposed, namely joint-digital predistortion (joint-DPD).
Our joint-DPD is inspired by the interaction between such
two impairments, providing high degree of dynamic nonlinearities with large memory depths. Also, by understanding the structure of joint-DPD for OFDM signals,
lower computational complexity can be achieved by
pruning the redundant terms with an asymmetrical structure. The corresponding analysis offers the theoretical basis
and its related complexity over different Volterra-seriesbased joint-DPDs. The performances are evaluated under
two scenarios. Especially when a 3.4-dB back-off input
power is applied, where severe PA nonlinearities are presented with the I/Q imbalance, the measured (left, right)
adjacent channel power ratio is improved from (-19.9,
-19.6 dBc) to (-37.3, -37.9 dBc), and the EVM is
reduced from 22.1 to 3.4 %. For performance comparison,
other Volterra-series-based DPDs such as memory polynomial, dynamic deviation reduction and generalized
memory polynomial, are also extended to joint-DPD.
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1 Introduction
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is a
multicarrier modulation technique used for boosting the
system throughput in modern wireless systems [1]. Yet,
OFDM is sensitive to a wide variety of non-idealities in the
transmitter front-end [2]. As modeled in Fig. 1(a) for a
direct-conversion transmitter, the in-phase and quadrature
(I/Q) imbalance [3] and the power amplifier’s (PA) nonlinearities with memory [4] are the two main impairments
limiting the performance. Generally, I/Q imbalance brings
about inter-carrier interference (ICI), which puts a significant threat to the OFDM symbol accuracy. For the PA
operation, smaller power back-off certainly benefits the
power efficiency, but also induces more severe nonlinearities and memory effects due to the high peak-to-averagepower ratio (PAPR) property of the OFDM signal [2, 5, 6].
Thus, exploring an effective digital calibration technique
that can jointly address these two impairments becomes
attractive.
In the aspects of flexibility and capability, the adaptive
digital predistortion (DPD) dominates the contents of PA
distortion compensation [7–13]. PA model and predistorters can be based on Wiener [7], separable function [8],
or the pruned Volterra series [9–14], which is capable to
account the frequency-dependent impairments. Memory
polynomial (MP) DPD [11] is a low-complexity model
with no cross dynamics, representing severe memory
effects being involved. Dynamic deviation reduction
(DDR) DPD [12] restricts the expression in terms of
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Fig. 1 a Direct-conversion transmitter with I/Q imbalance and a nonlinear PA. b Simplified discrete-time-domain equivalence with a feedback
PA model

dynamic order. Thus, the complexity of the model goes up
significantly when the order of dynamics is expanded. The
generalized memory polynomial (GMP) DPD [13] provides large diversity of cross dynamic terms by deploying
additional leading/lagging memory depth. Yet, this also
produces extra complexity on the model construction. The
complexity-reduced Volterra series (CRV) DPD [14] is
derived from the feedback topology, providing high nonlinear orders and large memory depth in a complexity
efficient way. The complexity-accuracy of PA-DPD is
compared in [15]. Besides, Volterra-series DPD has also
shown an excellent compensation performance for frequency-dependent I/Q imbalance [16].
Joint-DPD can be constructed by the polynomial based
predistorter as described in [17–20]. Memoryless polynomial is deployed in [17], thus the performance will be
degraded significantly when large dynamic cross-terms
appear. Mildly inter-channel nonlinear dynamic effects and
I/Q imbalances are compensated in cascade with MP predistorter. In [18–20], the structure takes frequency-dependent impairments into account by extending the MP
predistorter. Yet, due to the scarcity of cross dynamics, MP
performs weakly on modeling and compensating severe PA
nonlinearities and memory effects [14, 20, 21]. In addition,
there is no evaluation on symbol accuracy in Refs. [18] and
[19], such as normalized mean square error (NMSE) and
error vector magnitude (EVM). This renders the results less
convincing, because in OFDM systems the I/Q imbalance
cannot be observed in spectra [18].
This paper focuses on the basis construction and dispersal analysis on different pruning techniques for
memory DPDs including MP, 1st-order DDR (DDR1),
2nd-order DDR (DDR2), GMP and CRV, in terms of
static nonlinear order, memory depth dynamic order and
the number of cross terms. Also, the advanced asymmetrical complexity-reduced Volterra series (ACRV)
model is proposed to develop a joint-DPD to compensate
both the frequency-dependent I/Q imbalance and PA
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nonlinearities. A closed-form expression is derived to
provide flexibility for the different levels of impairments
such as I/Q imbalance, higher order nonlinearity and
larger memory depth. The asymmetrical joint-DPD
structure is proposed based on the analysis of the pruning
method for OFDM applications. Meanwhile, the analysis
also provides a theoretical proof why the joint-DPD can
tackle I/Q imbalance by adding only conjugate terms and
can be generalized to different DPDs, which were not
explained in Refs. [17, 18]. The complexity-accuracy of
the joint-DPD is comprehensively studied via the number
of floating point operations (FLOPs), evidencing the
efficiency of the asymmetrical structure. Finally, the
following techniques: MP [11], GMP [13] with only oddorder nonlinearities: DDR1 and DDR2 [12] are also
extended to joint-DPD for performance comparison with
the proposed solution.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, basis
construction and its dispersal properties is introduced.
After extending the CRV to a joint model in Sect. 3, the
proposed asymmetrical joint-DPD is introduced and its
computational complexity is analyzed. In Sect. 4, measurement setup and performance metrics are described,
followed by the experimental results of two scenarios.
Several Volterra-series-based methods are also extended to
joint-DPD for comparison. Finally, the conclusion is drawn
in Sect. 5.

2 ACRV model and predistorter
In [18], joint-model and predistorter can be achieved by
adding the conjugated part of PA model directly into the
original one, which replace the input x[n] to its conjugate
x*[n]. Here, the ACRV model is introduced to ease the
tradeoff between complexity and efficiency. Its related
computational complexity is further analyzed using
FLOPs.
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2.1 Joint ACRV model
Based on the feedback topology [22, 23] given in Fig. 1(b),
a PA model of CRV is derived [14]. Its closed-form RF
equivalent expression is written as
yRF ½n ¼ Gðs½nÞ þ

P1 X
M X
P
X

aijk si ½nsk ½n  j

ð1Þ

i¼0 j¼1 k¼1

where s[n] and y[n] are the discrete-time RF signal of the
PA input and output signals, respectively. aijk is the Volterra kernel of the dynamic cross terms. M is the memory
depth. P is the nonlinear order of a static nonlinear function
of G, which is defined as
Gðs½nÞ ¼

P
X

hi si ½n

ð2Þ

i¼1

where hi can be considered as the static kernels with ithorder static nonlinearity. Since the frequency-dependent,
nonlinear I/Q imbalance can also be modeled by the nonlinear memory effect after the joint-model, only frequencyindependent I/Q imbalance of the modulator is thus
involved in the model as shown in Fig. 1(b). The PA input
s½n can be expressed as [24]
s½n ¼ xI ½ncos xc n  xQ ½nð1 þ aÞsinðxc n þ hÞ

ð3Þ

where xI ½n and xQ ½n are the real and imaginary parts of the
transmitter input x[n], respectively. a and h represent the
amplitude and phase imbalances, respectively. With the
expression xI ½n ¼ 12 ðx½n þ x ½nÞ and xQ ½n ¼ 2j1 ðx½n
x ½nÞ; s½n can be further derived to
jxc n



jxc n

þ Bx ½ne
s½n ¼ Ax½ne
þ Dx ½nejxc n

þ Cx½ne

jxc n

ð4Þ

where the four complex coefficients are replaced by


1
1
1 þ ð1 þ aÞejh ; B ¼ 1 þ ð1 þ aÞejh ; C
4
4

1
1
jh
; D ¼ ½1  ð1 þ aÞejh 
¼ 1  ð1 þ aÞe
4
4

A¼

The coefficient C and D are much smaller than A and B
since the I/Q imbalance is commonly within a range of
a  5 % and h  5 [16, 18]. Considering no I/Q imbalance,
i.e., a ¼ 0 and h ¼ 0 (7) will become 2s½n ¼ x½nejxc n þ
x ½nejxc n which is the ideal transformation from RF to
baseband expression.
Since the signal and mirror interferences generated by
the I/Q imbalance will be fed into the PA, the joint baseband expression of CRV PA model and I/Q imbalance can
be derived by substituting (7) into (4). To clearly illustrate
the derivation, the term si ½n with i ¼ 3 in Gðs½nÞ is considered first. It leads to

s3 ½n ¼ ðAx½nejxc n þ Bx ½nejxc n þ Cx½nejxc n
þ Dx ½nejxc n Þ3

ð5Þ

By extending (8), totally 20 terms will be resulted. However, components far from the carrier frequency can be
eliminated from the PA output. Thus, only the terms related
to ejxc n ill remain in the final expression. The baseband
equivalent s3BB ½n of s3 ½n becomes
s3BB ½n ¼ ðAAB þ ADC Þx½njx½nj2 þðADB þ DDC Þx
½njx½nj2 þ AACðx½nÞ3 þ DDBðx ½nÞ3

ð6Þ

Considering two symmetrical tones located at -fD and fD
are applied as the input signal as shown in Fig. 2, the
output generated corresponding to the four terms overlap at
-3fD, -fD, fD and 3fD in the frequency domain. Thus, if an
OFDM signal with 2N subcarriers and fD subcarrier spacing
experiences I/Q imbalance and Pth odd-order nonlinearities, the distorted output generated by each nonlinear term
will overlap in the spectral interval (-NPfD, NPfD) with fD
spacing. It indicates that the terms representing the joint
effect of I/Q imbalance and PA nonlinearities have a
similar spectral behavior for OFDM applications. Considering the influence of each coefficient in (9), the magnitude
between each coefficient has been simulated. The maximum value for the third and fourth terms of (9) are simulated as,
jAAC j þ jDDBj
\5 %
jAAB þ ADC j þ jADB þ DDCj þ jAAC j þ jDDBj
ð7Þ
Also, the interaction of I/Q imbalance and PA nonlinearities can thus be represented by x½njx½nj2 and its conjugate
x ½njx½nj2 which are sufficed to carry the necessary
information. The expression complexity is nearly halved by
this elimination. Another important issue for choosing
x ½njx½nj2 rather than ðx½nÞ3 is its relaxed complexity as
conjugating x½njx½nj2 consumes negligible computational
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(4)
(5)
-3f
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f

Fig. 2 Spectral behavior of (1) original signal x½nejxc n (2)
ðAAB þ ADC Þ (3) ðADB þ DDCÞx ½njx½nj2 ejxc n , (4) AACðx½nÞ3
n
and (5) DDBðx½n Þ3 ejxc
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effort in the basis construction [20]. Thus, third and fourth
terms in (9) are eliminated.
Extending this result to higher order nonlinearities and
dynamics in (4), redundant terms can be further abandoned.
Besides, in the image part, x ½njx½nj2 describes the intermodulation between the image tones, which has much
smaller magnitudes in the coefficients than the signal part
x½njx½nj2 . The image harmonics with magnitudes close to
the noise floor can be further eliminated. Thus, the
parameters of image parts are separated with the signal
parts with different nonlinear order (Pi) and memory depth
(Mi) in order to relax the complexity. This kind of complexity relaxing configuration on image related tones is
defined as the asymmetrical joint-DPD structure. The
baseband equivalent expression of joint I/Q modulator and
RF PA model based on (4) can be derived as
P
X

yACRV ½n ¼

hp x½njx½nj

p1

p¼1

þ

2.2 Joint-DPD
Based on the pth-order inverse theory [25], it has been
concluded in [26] that a Volterra-series-based predistorter
has the same structure with the corresponding model. Thus,
the predistorter H-1 in Fig. 3 can be directly written as

þ
hip x ½njx½njp1

þ

P
M
X
X

þ

ap;k;m x½njx½njp1 jx½n  mjk

þ

Mi
X

p

bp;k;m x½n  mjx½nj jx½n  mj

k1

þ

P
i 1
X

Pi X
Mi
X

P1 X
M
X

ap;k;m u½nju½njp1 ju½n  mjk

m¼1

P1
X

P
M
X
X

bp;k;m u½n  mju½njp ju½n  mjk1

p ¼ 0 k ¼ 1 m¼1
p even k odd

aip;k;m x ½njx½njp1 jx½n  mjk

þ

bip;k;m x ½n  mjx½njp jx½n  mjk1

þ

P
i 2
X

P
i 1
X

p¼1 k¼2
p odd k even

p ¼ 1 k ¼ 2 m¼1
p odd k even
þ

P2
X

p odd k even

p even k odd
P
i 1
X

hip u ½nju½njp1

p¼1 k¼2

p ¼ 0 k ¼ 1 m¼1
P
i 2
X

Pi
X

p¼1
p odd

p ¼ 1 k ¼ 2 m¼1
p odd k even
P1
X

hp u½nju½njp1

p¼1
p odd

p odd
P1 X
M
X

P
X

x½n ¼ H1 ðu½nÞ ¼

p¼1

p odd
P2
X

þ

Pi
X

depths. Note that the asymmetrical expansion can also be
applied to other Volterra-series-based PA models in [11–
13] as asymmetrical MP (AMP), asymmetrical GMP
(AGMP) and ADDR1 and ADDR2 likewise.

P
i 1
X

Mi
X

aip;k;m u ½nju½njp1 ju½n  mjk

m¼1

Pi X
Mi
X

bip;k;m u ½n  mju½njp ju½n  mjk1

p ¼ 0 k ¼ 1 m¼1

p ¼ 0 k ¼ 1 m¼1
p even k odd

p even k odd
ð8Þ

ð9Þ

where Pi and Mi are the nonlinear order and memory depth
of the image part, respectively. ap;k;m and bp;k;m re the
Volterra kernels for the signal part, whereas hip aip;k;m and
bip;k;m are for the image part. Hence, the image part can
have different (mostly smaller) parameters than the signal
part to relax the complexity, implying an asymmetrical
structure. To explore this, a comprehensive parameterpruning process is provided in Sect. 3, focusing on the
structural complexity-accuracy evaluation by using the best
performance metrics (ACPR and EVM) versus FLOPs.
The new formulation (11) can be learned as an ACRV
behavioral model for joint-DPD of I/Q imbalance and PA
nonlinearity. It inherits the benefits of CRV [14] providing
high degree of dynamic nonlinearities with large memory

where u½n is the original input. It is proved [25] that the
pth-order pre-inverse x½n ¼ H1 ðu½nÞ is identical to the
pth-order post-inverse. H-1 can be extracted directly from
u[n] and y[n], as u½n ¼ H1 ðy½nÞ Considering the multilinear properties of Volterra series, least square (LS)
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Fig. 3 Proposed joint-DPD for calibration of I/Q imbalance and PA
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algorithm is deployed for extracting the parameters of the
joint-DPD. A parameter vector u an be constructed with
containing hp ap;k;m bp;k;m hip aip;k;m and bip;k;m in (12). A signal
matrix Y is then constructed by including all of the product
terms y½njy½njp1 y½njy½njp1 jy½n  mjk y½n  mjy½njp jy
½n  mjk1 y ½njy½njp1 y ½njy½njp1 jy½nmjk and y ½nm
jy½njp jy½nmjk1 for n¼Mþ1;...;L where L is the total
length of the captured data. The expected output vector is
x¼½x½Mþ1;...;x½LT where ½T Represents the transpose
operation, and the modeling error vector e¼½e½Mþ1;...;
e½LT s defined, where e½n¼x½ny½n. Thus, the Volterra
series model can be generally written as
x ¼ Yu þ e

ð10Þ

^ minimizing the cost
A solution for u an be estimated as u
H
H
function J ðuÞ ¼ e e where ½ represents Hermitian
transpose. The pre-inverse joint-DPD parameters can be
extracted by LS solution, which is

1
^ ¼ YH Y YH x
ð11Þ
u
2.3 Complexity
A comprehensive methodology for analyzing the complexity-accuracy tradeoff in PA behavioral modeling has
been reported in [21]. It can also be extended to the performance of the joint-DPD. For the proposed ACRV
model, the complexity for constructing basis functions can
be calculated as
CACRV;basis ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼ 3 þ ðmaxðP; Pi Þ  1Þ
þ 2maxðPM; Pi Mi Þ

ð12Þ

where 3 is the square construction (Table 1 in [21]).
ðmaxðP; Pi Þ  1Þ is the FLOPs consumed for the static
nonlinear construction in (12), by choosing the maximum
complexity between the signal and its image. Besides,
2maxðPM; Pi Mi Þ is the FLOPs consumed for the dynamic
part that describes the complexity of delay and complexreal multiplications of the static terms. The total number of

Table 1 Range of parameters for different joint-DPD
Model

Nonlinearity
order (P, Pi,
odd only)

Memory depth
(M, Mi)

Leading/lagging
depth (K, Ki, for
GMP only)

ACRV

[3:2:11]

[1:4]

–

AMP

[3:2:21]

[1:10]

–

ADDR1

[3:2:15]

[1:5]

–

ADDR2

[5:2:15]

[1:3]

–

AGMP

[3:2:15]

[1:4]

[1:4]

coefficients fACRV in each basis kernel for ACRV is calculated as
fACRV ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼

 Pi þ 1
Pþ1 M 2
þ
P þ1 þ
2
2
2

Mi  2
þ
Pi þ 1
2
ð13Þ

where the first two terms are the number of coefficients in
the signal, and the last two terms are for its image. Complexities for constructing basis and the number of coefficients of other four competitive structures are extended to
joint predistorters, which are included in the Appendix.
The overall complexity of each DPD can be calculated
accordingly.

3 Experimental results
In this section, the proposed joint-DPD and others are
characterized with a wide range of parameters as shown in
Table 1 (detailed illustration is given in Sect. 3.2). Qhull
algorithm (Qhull 2012. 1, Available: http://www.qhull.org)
is deployed to find the best performance line for each type
of DPD [21]. The most complexity-efficient parameter
settings are chosen to make the forward performance validation, which allows comparing the effectiveness of each
DPD.
3.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup for both DPD extraction and forward performance validation is shown in Fig. 4(a, b). An
Agilent E4438C vector signal generator (VSG) is
employed to generate a systematic I/Q imbalance to the test
signal. The I/Q imbalance is set to 5 % amplitude and 5°
phase mismatches, which are severe enough to show the
capability of each DPD in terms of I/Q correction [16, 18].
The device-under-test (DUT) is a 1-W commercial
MAX2242 PA from Maxim Integrated as shown in
Fig. 4(b). It operates at 2.4–2.5 GHz, with a power gain of
28.5 dB and output power of ?22.5 dBm. Note that the
output power is comparatively small with the PA used in
the base station. However, if the input power of the DUT is
bursted to relatively small back-off power (Scenario 2),
severe nonlinearities and memory effect are generated. An
Agilent DSO91304A digital storage oscilloscope (DSO)
synchronized by a 10-MHz trigger signal with the VSG, is
utilized to capture the DUT’s input and output for further
signal processing in MATLAB. A 20-dB attenuator
(RADIALL R413820000) is employed to lower the power
of PA output to meet the DSO’s requirement with an 8-dB
increment of noise floor. The test data is a 20-MHz
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Fig. 4 Measurement setup for both joint-DPD identification and forward performance validation in a block diagram and b photo of testbench

bandwidth, 64-QAM OFDM signal with 8.03-dB PAPR, 52
active subcarriers out of 64, 312.5-kHz subcarrier spacing
and 59 oversampling. This test signal is modulated to a
2.44-GHz carrier, and measured as having an EVM of
1.786 % and ACPR of (-40.1 dBc, -39.8 dBc), and the
measured input EVM goes to 5.399 % when above I/Q
imbalance is set by the VSG. Different sets of data are
captured for extraction and validation separately. Each set
contains 16,000 samples with 50 OFDM symbols to ensure
that at least 200 parameters can be accurately estimated
[26].
The DUT is operated at two power levels: with output
power at 8- and 4.4-dB relative back-off from the saturation power. These two scenarios correspond to medium and
severe RF nonlinearities and memory effects, suitable for
assessing the calibration capability of the proposed jointDPD.
A wide range of nonlinear orders (odd only) and
memory depths for both signal and image parts are
explored for each joint-DPD as shown in Table 1. The
parameters in Table 1 are determined by considering the
extraction capability of the data sets, and the variation of
complexity among DPD structures. Since the ACRV has
actually 2P-1 order of nonlinearity, 11th order is set as the
limit. Besides, same range of parameters is also explored
on CRV for comparison between PA-DPD and joint-DPD.
As shown in Table 1, there are 400 different settings
explored for ACRV, 10,000 for AMP and totally over
24,000 settings for all the DPDs. It is impractical to forward validate all the parameter settings. Thus, an evaluation of those parameters is performed in computer first. The
setting with best performance of each DPD is chosen for
the forward performance validation. For the computer
process, the kernels of each DPD with different settings are
all extracted offline by the measured I/O signals of the
transmitter. Then the system output is introduced to the
extracted predistorter and the resulted DPD output is
compared to the original system input to gain an evaluation
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of the DPD performance. Qhull algorithm is then employed
to find convex hull of the settings of each DPD, providing
the best performance line for further analyses. This is
marked as the simulated calibration performance.
Besides, for the metrics of the DPD evaluation, EVM is
used as the measure of time-domain-signal accuracy, and
the adjacent channel error power ratio (ACEPR) [21] and
ACPR are used for measuring the spectral accuracy. EVM
provides better intuitive sense on symbol accuracy for the
test signal in this measurement. ACEPR is considered to be
the best measure to identify nonlinear mismatches [5, 21].
Thus, in the DPD extracting stage, ACEPR is used to
validate the harmonic reduction performances on each
structure. ACPR is used in the forward performance validation, because it is directly related to the standard spectral
mask and can be easily captured from the spectrum analyzer (PXA Signal Analyzer Agilent N9030A).
3.2 Scenario 1: output power at 8-dB back-off
As a comparison between PA-DPD and joint-DPD, the
simulated calibration performance of ACRV respect to
FLOPs is plotted together with CRV in Fig. 5. Although
the interaction between nonlinearities and I/Q imbalance
can be modeled by PA-DPD, the accuracy of the PA-DPD
is strictly limited by the system I/Q imbalance. As I/Q
imbalance mainly contribute to the symbol inaccuracy, all
impairments can be addressed separately by I/Q compensator and PA-DPD. The EVM is sufficed here for the PA-/
Joint-DPD comparison. Also, the simulated performance of
ACRV is also presented in Fig. 6 together with other jointDPDs. All the Joint-DPDs’ performance in terms of EVM
and ACEPR improvements are limited at FLOPs [500.
Thus, the best performance parameters for forward validation are selected within a reasonable range, FLOPs
\1000 to acquire the maximum capability of each DPD.
For the proposed ACRV, the parameters are selected as
P ¼ 9; M ¼ 2; Pi ¼ 5; Mi ¼ 1 with totally 869 FLOPs.
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Fig. 5 Scenario 1: Output power at 8-dB back-off from the saturation
power. Comparison between CRV and ACRV via EVM versus
FLOPs. The reason that the EVM of CRV can go slightly lower than
the input with I/Q imbalance is due to the fact that, the PA
nonlinearities is not very severe in that scenario, making CRV can
compensate a fraction of I/Q interferences that behave similarly with
some PA nonlinearities

Fig. 6 Scenario 1: ADDR1 and ADDR2 stand for asymmetrical firstand second-order Volterra DDR joint DPDs, respectively. a EVM
versus FLOPs. b ACEPR versus FLOPs. The extraction of MP
diverges when the complexity goes high, because the nonlinear orders

41

Jointly pre-compensated signals are generated correspondingly and fed to the system for validation. Constellations of system output with proposed ACRV and with the
PA-DPD CRV are shown in Fig. 7(a, b), respectively. It
shows that the ACRV has jointly compensated the I/Q
imbalance and PA nonlinearities with an improved EVM
from 8.7 to 2.7 %, while the CRV is only capable of
reducing to 5.926 %. As the interaction between nonlinearities and I/Q imbalance generate the nonlinear memory
effect, AM/AM and AM/PM plots have a similar characteristic (but more divergence). In Fig. 8(a, b), the AM/AM
and AM/PM plots for the system output without and with
ACRV joint-DPD are presented through I/Q imbalance,
respectively. All the nonlinearities, memory effects and the
phase-shift due to the introduced I/Q imbalance are well
compensated. Out-of-band distortions are also significantly
suppressed. The (left, right) ACPR of system output is
improved from (-29.6 dBc, -28.9 dBc) to (-39.5 dBc,
-39.1 dBc). Spectrum of the system output compensated

beyond 17 may count against the out-of-band accuracy. This
observation shows ACEPR may be more critical for characterizing
joint-DPD than EVM

Fig. 7 Scenario 1: Output
power at 8-dB back-off from
saturation power. Measured
constellation diagrams:
a system output with proposed
ACRV joint-DPD, and b with
CRV PA-DPD
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Fig. 8 Scenario 1: Output power at 8-dB back-off from the saturation power. a AM/AM and b AM/PM plots for the system output without DPD,
and with proposed ACRV joint-DPD. c Spectra plots of the system input, output without DPD and output with different kinds of joint-DPDs

Table 2 Selected parameters of each DPD for performance validation
Model

Parameters

FLOPs

ACEPRsim

EVMsim

EVMmeas

ACPRsim

ACPRmeas

ACRV

(9,2,5,1)

869

-47.63

1.781

2.712

(-41.52, -41.17)

(-39.5, -39.1)

AMP

(15,2,15,2)

399

-47.44

1.820

2.881

(-41.37, -41.73)

(-39.4, -38.5)

ADDR1

(11,4,11,4)

953

-47.43

1.811

3.033

(-41.24, -40.84)

(-38.9, -38.2)

ADDR2

(11,1,9,1)

585

-47.56

1.795

2.730

(-41.40, -41.09)

(-39.0, -38.3)

AGMP

(15,1,1,15,1,1)

669

-47.58

1.788

2.803

(-41.46, -41.20)

(-39.8, -39.0)

Corresponding simulated and experimental calibrating performance for Scenario 1

by ACRV is plotted together with other competitive DPDs
in Fig. 8(c). For all considered DPDs, the key indexes are
listed in Table 2. Evidenced by the higher EVM, the performance of the PA-DPD of CRV is limited by the I/Q
imbalance, which also cause interferences to the adjacent
channels. For AMP, ADDR1, ADDR2 and proposed
ACRV, the parameters are presented in the manner of
ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ and ðP; M Þ for the CRV. For AGMP with
only nonlinear orders and causal terms being involved, its
parameters are presented as (P,M,K,Pi,Mi,Ki). All jointDPDs have similar experimental performance on EVM and
ACPR reduction just as the simulation shows. Comparing
to basis construction of different DPDs, ADDR1 achieves
similar EVM and ACPR performance in simulations with
largest complexity, but worse in tests. This helps to indicate the importance of the dispersal properties of different
DPDs since DDR1 is the least dispersive among all pruning
DPDs. It gets more evident when the PA is operated at a
4.4-dB back-off output power as described below.
3.3 Scenario 2: output power at 4.4-dB back-off
The PA can be driven harder for a better power efficiency,
but producing more nonlinear characteristics. Also, the
increase of dynamic cross terms is included as the interaction between the PA nonlinearities and I/Q imbalance is
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Fig. 9 Scenario 2: Output power at 4.4-dB back-off from the
saturation power. Comparison between CRV and ACRV via EVM
versus FLOPs

amplified. It leads to performance degradation to all DPDs
in both simulations and measurements. Comparisons
respect to PA-/joint-DPD and inter-joint-DPD are given in
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. As described previously, the
best performance parameters causing complexity \1000
FLOPs are selected for forward validation. For ACRV, the
selected configuration is (7, 3, 5, 1) with 809 FLOPs.
The features of the input signal are the same as the
scenario 1. The constellation diagrams in Fig. 11 show that
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Fig. 10 Scenario 2: Output
power at 4.4-dB back-off from
the saturation power. ADDR1
and ADDR2 stand for
asymmetrical first- and secondorder Volterra DDR joint DPDs,
respectively. a EVM versus
FLOPs. b ACEPR versus
FLOPs

Fig. 11 Scenario 2: Output
power at 4.4-dB back-off from
the saturation power. Measured
constellation diagrams:
a system output with ACRV
joint-DPD, and b with CRV PADPD

the proposed ACRV can improve the system EVM significantly from 22.1 to 3.4 %, while the CRV is limited
with EVM of 6.27 %. The AM/AM and AM/PM plots for
the system output without and with proposed ACRV jointDPD are presented in Fig. 12(a, b), respectively. The (left,
right) ACPR of system output is improved from
(-19.9 dBc, -19.6 dBc) to (-37.3 dBc, -37.9 dBc).
Spectra of the compensated system output with different
DPDs are presented in Fig. 12(c).
The practicability of this scenario is of concern. In
Table 3, the key parameters for five different DPDs are
listed. From Table 3, AMP, AGMP, ADDR1 and ADDR2
show similar performance in simulations, but vary significantly in tests. Only the measured ACPR of ADDR2 is
improved similarly to of ACRV. Compare to the performance of measured EVM, AMP, AGMP, ADDR1 and
ADDR2 cannot be suppressed even compare to PA-DPD of
CRV alone. This strongly indicated the basis construction
affects the jointly mitigation performance as they cannot
address the interaction between I/Q imbalance and the
nonlinear memory effect. AGMP is better than AMP in
simulations, at the expense of [39 of complexity. Yet, the
increase of the number of coefficients affects the accuracy

of the LS extraction, showing a similar EVM but worse
ACPR. The proposed ACRV shows consistent results in
both simulations and measurements under diagonal dispersal properties, while outperforming the others obviously
in terms of EVM and ACPR reduction in the range FLOPs
\1000. For the complexity-efficiency issue, 595-FLOPs
ACRV is chosen to compare to others DPD, a similar
performance is achieved.

4 Discussion
For the above two scenarios, all results from measurements
are degraded when comparing with those from simulations.
This is due to various kinds of systematic noise and
imperfection. The crucial one is the quantization noise
from both the VSG and DSO, especially because the DUT
is a medium-power PA.
Both the orders of nonlinearities and basis construction
play a key role in joint-DPD. From Tables 2 and 3, at least
11th-order nonlinearities are deployed for each DPD. The
diagonal dispersal AMP with Pth-order dynamics consistently beating ADDR1 shows that the dynamic order
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Fig. 12 Scenario 2: Output power at 3.4-dB back-off from the
saturation power. a AM/AM and b AM/PM plots for the system
output without DPD, and with proposed ACRV joint-DPD. c Spectra

plots of the system input, output without DPD and output with
different kinds of joint-DPDs

Table 3 Selected parameters of each DPD for performance validation
Model

Parameters

FLOPs

ACEPRsim

EVMsim

EVMmeas

ACPRsim

ACPRmeas

ACRV

(7,3,5,1)

809

-42.69

2.768

3.405

(-38.12, -38.15)

(-37.3, -37.9)

ACRV (2)

(7,2,5,1)

595

-42.52

2.831

3.520

(-38.06, -38.10)

(-37.0, -37.5)

AMP

(11,1,7,2)

203

-42.00

3.186

5.206

(-37.54, -37.93)

(-33.4, -34.0)

ADDR1

(11,3,7,1)

519

-42.02

3.099

6.367

(-37.58, -37.50)

(-33.2, -32.2)

ADDR2

(11, 1,11, 1)

625

-42.41

3.010

4.417

(-37.80, -38.15)

(-35.2, -34.8)

AGMP

(11,2,2,7,1,1)

741

-42.26

2.880

5.221

(-37.72, -37.76)

(-33.6, -32.6)

Corresponding simulated and experimental calibrating performance for Scenario 2

involved in the basis construction contributes to the jointDPD performance. Besides, by comparing AMP and
AGMP, it can be observed that the diversity of the cross
terms with the same dynamic order may not help the performance much, as AGMP cannot address to the interaction
between I/Q imbalance and nonlinear memory effect. Also,
serious complexity is added. As a result, the proposed
ACRV structure is capable to outperform others, in which
its basis construction containing large dispersive orders of
nonlinearities, cross terms and dynamics with unit memory
depths can make the joint-DPD better and more efficient in
complexity.

5 Conclusions
An asymmetrical complexity-reduced Volterra series
(ACRV) model is proposed as the joint-DPD, which is
derived from the analysis of the interaction between I/Q
imbalance and PA nonlinearities. Dispersal properties of
different DPDs have been introduced to describe the difference between basis constructions of pruning schemes.
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Based on our OFDM-signal study an asymmetrical structure is developed by abandoning insignificant nonlinear
terms to reduce the computational complexity. The running
complexity in terms of FLOPs is analyzed. LS estimation is
then deployed for extracting the kernels of proposed
ACRV. The Qhull algorithm helps to find the best performance parameters of the proposed ACRV with FLOPs
\1000. From the measurement results given in Tables 2
and 3, the relationship P  Pi ; M  Mi was applicable to all
DPDs, which indicates that the proposed asymmetrical
structure also relaxes the computational complexity. Benefiting from the diagonal dispersal properties of basis
construction containing high orders of nonlinearities and
dynamics with large memory depths, the proposed ACRV
structure achieves the best simulation-to-validation practicability, and outperforms other competitive DPDs in terms
of EVM and ACPR reduction, especially under the interaction between I/Q imbalance with severe non-idealities.
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Appendix

CAGMP;basis ðP; M; K; Pi ; Mi ; Ki Þ ¼ 3 þ ½maxðP; Pi Þ  1

The formulas for calculating the complexity of extended
joint-DPDs of AMP, ADDR with first and second order
dynamic and AGMP are listed as follows
AMP:
CAMP;basis ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼ 3 þ ðmaxðP; Pi Þ  1Þ


Pþ1
fAMP ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼
ðM þ 1Þ
2

Pi þ 1
ðMi þ 1Þ
þ
2
ADDR with first order dynamic:
CADDR1;basis ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼ 9
þ max½ðM þ 1ÞðP  1Þ; ðMi þ 1ÞðPi  1Þ
 



P3
Pi  3
þ 6max M
; Mi
2
2
fADDR1 ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼

45

Pþ1
P1
ð1 þ M Þ þ
M
2
2
Pi þ 1
Pi  1
Mi
þ
ð1 þ M i Þ þ
2
2

ADDR with second order dynamic:
CADDR2;basis ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼ 15 þ 6maxðM; Mi Þ
þ max½ðM þ 1ÞðP  1Þ; ðMi þ 1ÞðPi  1Þ
 



P3
Pi  3
; Mi
þ 6max M
2
2



P3
M ð M þ 1Þ
2
þ 6max
M þ
;
2
2



Pi  3
Mi ðMi þ 1Þ
Mi2 þ
2
2




P  5 M ð M þ 1 Þ Pi  5 M i ð M i þ 1 Þ
;
þ 6max
2
2
2
2
Pþ1
ð1 þ M Þ
fADDR2 ðP; M; Pi ; Mi Þ ¼
2


P1
M ð M þ 1Þ
P  3 M ð M þ 1Þ
2
þ
Mþ
þM þ
2
2
2
2


Pi þ 1
Pi  1
Mi ðMi þ 1Þ
2
Mi þ
þ Mi
þ
ð1 þ Mi Þ þ
2
2
2
Pi  3 Mi ðMi þ 1Þ
þ
2
2
AGMP with only odd-order nonlinearities and causal
terms:

þ max½ðP  3ÞK; ðPi  3ÞKi 

M ð M þ 1Þ
Mi ðMi þ 1Þ
; ðPi  3Þ
þ ðP  3Þ
2
2

P þ 1 ð P  1Þ
þ
K
fAGMP ðP; M; K; Pi ; Mi ; Ki Þ ¼ ðM þ 1Þ
2
2

ðP  1Þ M ðM þ 1Þ
Pi þ 1 ð Pi  1 Þ
þ
þ ð M i þ 1Þ
þ
Ki
2
2
2
2
ðPi  1Þ Mi ðMi þ 1Þ
þ
2
2
Note that for AGMP, the parameters of (14) are represented by ðP; M; K; Pi ; Mi ; Ki Þ where K and Ki are the
leading and lagging depth [12] for the signal and its image,
respectively.
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